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Brickwork Ratings reaffirms the ratings for the Bank Loan Facilities amounting to Rs. 700.00 Cr of Eagle Infra 

India Limited 

Particulars 
Facilities 

Rated 

Tenor Previous 

Amount 

(Rs. Crs) 

Present 

Amount 

(Rs. Crs) 

Previous Rating 

(Nov-2017) 

Present Rating* 

Fund Based 

Term Loan* 

Long 

Term 

19.00 20.88 

BWR A- 

(Pronounced as BWR 

Single A Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

BWR A- 

(Pronounced as BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

Reaffirmation 

Proposed 

Term Loan 

25.00 - 
- 

Cash Credit 96.00 96.35 BWR A- 

(Pronounced as BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

Reaffirmation 

Proposed 

Cash Credit 

45.00 67.77 

Non Fund Based 

Bank 

Guarantee# 

Long 

Term

/Shor

t 

Term 

345.00 345.00 BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as BWR 

Single A minus/A 

Two Plus) 

Outlook: Stable 

BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as BWR Single A 

minus/A Two Plus) 

Outlook: Stable  

Reaffirmation 

Proposed 

Bank 

Guarantee 

170.00 170.00 

Total 700.00 700.00 (INR Seven Hundred Crores Only) 

   *Term loan O/s as of Dec-2018, #Tenor for BG is Long Term/Short Term in nature  
    Please refer to BWR website    www.brickworkratings.com/ for definition of the ratings 
 
 
BWR has principally relied upon the audited financial results of FY16-FY18, Projected financials of FY19-20, publicly available                 
information and information/clarification provided by the company's management. 
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Rationale: 
 
The rating continues to take into account the promoters’ more than three decades of experience in the construction sector;                   
diversified revenue stream from toll collection and EPC contract work; improving performance in toll collection segment from last                  
three years; toll collection agency contract and EPC contracts are from reputed counterparties such as NHAI, various govt.                  
departments; moderate order-in-hand and in pipeline amounting to more than twice of FY18 revenue and moderate financial risk                  
profile.  
 
The rating is however constrained by the significant losses in the one of the subsidiary of the company Viz; Eagle Deep Trichy                      
Bypass Tollways India Pvt. Ltd which has deteriorated the liquidity position of the company on a consolidated basis, fragmented                   
nature of construction sector; short duration of toll collection contracts, though being rolled over from past three years. 
 

Key Rating Determinants 

Credit Strengths 

● Established track record in toll collection and EPC contract work. The company bids for short term toll collection projects                   
and EPC Contracts with government authorities such as NHAI, PWD, etc. The company benefits from its established                 
track record and extensive experience of the promoters in the industry. The company has a moderate order book in the                    
EPC segment with orders in hand worth of Rs. 1313.74 Crs and toll order book of Rs. 664.51 Crs as of 4-Jan-2019. The                       
orders in pipeline stood at Rs. 496 Crs as of 4-Jan-2019. 

● Moderate financial risk profile of the company marked by fair debt protection metrics reflected by ISCR of 3.38 times in                    
FY18 (ISCR: 3.45 times in FY17) and DSCR of 2.63 Times in FY18 (DSCR: 2.29 Times in FY17).  

● Year on year improvement in scale of operations marked by total operating income of Rs. 856.28 Crs in FY16 to Rs.                     
1059.10 Crs in FY17 to Rs. 1119.01 Crs in FY18. The increase in the revenue is mainly on account of the growth in the                        
revenue from toll collection segment where the revenue has increased from Rs. 562.37 Crs in FY16 to Rs. 872.79 Crs in                     
FY18. Approximately 22% of the revenue in FY18 was from EPC contracts as against 24% in FY17 and ~78% of the                     
revenue was from toll collection in FY18 as against 76% in FY17. However the operating profitability margins are higher                   
for the EPC segment as against the toll collection segment. 

Credit Weaknesses 

● Fragmented nature of construction sector; toll collection agency contracts are of short tenure, however they are renewed                 
regularly as can be seen from increasing toll collection revenue  over the years.  

● Loss making subsidiary viz; Eagle Deep Trichy Bypass Tollways India Pvt. Ltd which has reported net loss of Rs. 33.10                    
Crs where the company has extended loan and advances to the tune of Rs. 40.4 Crs in FY18 which has deteriorated the                      
liquidity position of the company. Additionally, EIIL has also extended the performance guarantee to the tune of Rs.                  
58.45 Crs to NHAI on behalf of Eagle Deep Trichy Bypass Tollways India Pvt. Ltd. 

● High leverage level: The adjusted D/E ratio of the company stood at 2.12 times in FY18 resulting in limited financial                    
flexibility. 

 

Liquidity Position: 

Current ratio of the company stood at 1.62 times in FY18 as against 2.03 times in FY17.The company had Cash & Cash equivalent                       
to the tune of Rs. 40.21 Crs in FY18 which included Cash and Balances with bank amounting to Rs. 19.24 Crs and FDR margin                        
against bank guarantee amounting to Rs. 20.95 Crs. Average fund based working capital utilization from the period Jan to Dec                    
2018 stood at ~93% and the Non fund based utilization level stood at 68% 
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Rating Sensitivity: 

Going forward, the ability of the company to further scale up its operations along with improvement in its profitability and capital                     
structure while ensuring effective management of its working capital requirement and also the improvement in the financial risk                  
profile of its subsidiaries would be the key rating sensitivities. 

 

Rating Outlook: Stable  

BWR believes the Eagle Infra India Limited business risk profile will be maintained over the medium term. The ‘Stable’ outlook                    
indicates a low likelihood of rating change over the medium term. The rating outlook may be revised to 'Positive' in case the                      
company increases its scale of operations significantly along with improving its profitability margins. The rating outlook may be                  
revised to 'Negative' if the revenues go down and profit margins show lower than expected figures or any deterioration in the                     
financial risk profile of the subsidiaries. 

 

Analytical Approach: 

BWR has factored into standalone business and financial risk profile of the company to arrive at the rating. Reference may be                     

made to the Rating Criteria hyperlinked below. 

 

About the Company 

Eagle Infra India Limited (EIIL) was incorporated in 1981 as partnership firm based in Ulhasnagar, Maharashtra and subsequently                  
converted to limited company in 2011. It is 100% owned by members of the Rupchandani family. The company operates as a toll                      
collection agent and EPC contractor. Around 75% of its revenue comes from toll collection and rest are from EPC segment. The                     
toll collection agency contracts are from NHAI and reputed BOT contractors with tenures varying from 3 to 15 months 
 
 

Key Financials (Standalone): 

 
Particular FY 17(A) FY18(A) 
Total Operating Income (Rs. Crs) 1059.10 1119.01 
EBIDTA (Rs. Crs) 70.29 74.93 
PAT (Rs. Crs) 34.36 36.38 
Current Ratio (times) 2.03 1.62 
ISCR (times) 3.45 3.38 
 
Rating History for the last three years: 

Sl. No. Instrument/Facility Current Rating (Year 2019) Rating History 

   
Type 

Amount 
 
(Rs Crs) 

 
Rating 

Nov-2017 2016 2015 

1 Term Loan* Long Term 20.88 BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

- - 
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Outlook: Stable 

Reaffirmed 

 

Outlook: Stable 

 

3 Cash Credit Long Term 96.35 BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

Reaffirmed 

BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

 

- - 

4 
 
 

Proposed Cash Credit  
Long Term 

67.77 BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

Reaffirmed 

BWR A- 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

Minus) 

Outlook: Stable 

 

- - 

5 Bank Guarantee# Long Term/Short 
Term 

345.00 BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

minus/A Two 

Plus) 

Outlook: Stable  

Reaffirmed 

BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

minus/A Two Plus) 

Outlook: Stable  

 

- - 

6 Proposed Bank Guarantee Long Term/Short 
Term 

170.00 BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

minus/A Two 

Plus) 

Outlook: Stable  

Reaffirmed 

BWR A-/A2+ 

(Pronounced as 

BWR Single A 

minus/A Two Plus) 

Outlook: Stable  

 

- - 

 Total 700.00(INR Seven Hundred Crores Only) 
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Hyperlink/Reference to Applicable Criteria 
 

● General Criteria 

● Approach to Financial Ratios 
  

 
● Infrastructure Sector 

 

 
 
 
 

Analytical Contacts Media 

Bal Krishna Piparaiya, 
Senior Director - Ratings 

 
analyst@brickworkratings.com 

media@brickworkratings.com 

Relationship Contact 

bd@brickworkratings.com 

Phone: 1-860-425-2742 
 

For print and digital media 
The Rating Rationale is sent to you for the sole purpose of dissemination through your print, digital or electronic                   

media. While it may be used by you acknowledging credit to BWR, please do not change the wordings in the                    
rationale to avoid conveying a meaning different from what was intended by BWR. BWR alone has the sole right of                    
sharing (both direct and indirect) its rationales for consideration or otherwise through any print or electronic or                 
digital media. 

 
Note on complexity levels of the rated instrument: 
BWR complexity levels are meant for educating investors. The BWR complexity levels are

available at www.brickworkratings.com/download/ComplexityLevels.pdf Investors queries can be sent to 
info@brickworkratings.com. 

 

About Brickwork Ratings 
Brickwork Ratings (BWR), a SEBI registered Credit Rating Agency, accredited by RBI and empaneled by NSIC, offers Bank                  

Loan, NCD, Commercial Paper, MSME ratings and grading services. NABARD has empaneled Brickwork for MFI and                
NGO grading. BWR is accredited by IREDA & the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of                  
India. Brickwork Ratings has Canara Bank,  a leading public sector bank, as its promoter and strategic partner. 

BWR has its corporate office in Bengaluru and a country-wide presence with its offices in Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, Chennai,                  
Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and New Delhi along with representatives in 150+ locations. 

 
DISCLAIMER 
Brickwork Ratings (BWR) has assigned the rating based on the information obtained from the issuer and other reliable                  

sources, which are deemed to be accurate. BWR has taken considerable steps to avoid any data distortion; however, it                   
does not examine the precision or completeness of the information obtained. And hence, the information in this report                  
is presented “as is” without any express or implied warranty of any kind. BWR does not make any representation in                    
respect to the truth or accuracy of any such information. The rating assigned by BWR should be treated as an opinion                     
rather than a recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated instrument and BWR shall not be liable for any losses                     
incurred by users from any use of this report or its contents. BWR has the right to change, suspend or withdraw the                      
ratings at any time for any reasons. 
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